
July 14, 2016 Secretariat

Call to Order at : 7:05

Action list Aaron will let the community know the  men’s weekend is 
cancelled.
Aaron will let Rick B know men’s weekend is cancelled.
Brick will get Erik a correct phone number.
Erik will meet with Glenni and give her a tutorial on the website.
Deanna and Ken will work on training with women
Rick will get Sept. Ultra  date and time to Erik
Erik Will get Sept. Ultreya on website
Will discus lWeekend liaison at the next secretariat meeting 

Prayer of the Holy Spirit

Members Attending: Tami, Rick Ken, Debbie Tom, Deanna, Bill, Brick, 
Esther, Dick, Erik and Pastor Neil

Deanna moved to accept minutes as corrected
Tom Second, Minutes were approved.

Approval of June Minutes

Devotion - Pastor Neil - Acts Chapter 9. Discernment is a difficult thing.  
Sometimes our own thoughts and plans interfere with what God is calling 
us to do. We all want stuff.  The problem is when we want something and 
God wants something else. God uses what is broken. May we find God’s 
Grace in our weaknesses.  

Convener -

Fall Rectoras Rick B and Bonnie K.  Bonnie has an additional  
assistant.   24 servant applications have been filled out for men and 
women’s weekend.  



Erik spoke with Rick B.  He is having difficulty getting a response from the 
community.  Men’s team currently has a Palanca  team.  two assistants, 
two table leaders, and a musician for rollo room. 
 
Rick H, feels we should cancel the men’s weekend.  Let the men that have 
signed up to work the weekend help with the women’s weekend. 
encourage everyone to attend the closura and angel. We need to discuss 
at nationals “how other communities are choosing their Rectors.”

Dick A.  We have lost the 4th day participation. We ask “Why”

Deanna suggested alternating a Fall weekend for women, Spring weekend 
for men. Combined upstairs teams.  

Tom Moved to proceed with the women’s weekend
Rick H  second motion. 

Pastor Neil has one comment.  We don't need to make the motions several 
times.  “We have all ready moved to have the women’s weekend months 
ago”

Rick H thinks we need to reaffirm that we are having the women’s 
weekend.  
He removed Tom’s motion to proceed with the weekend’  

Aaron will call Bonnie at let her know that we have complete confidence in 
her and will be holding the women’s weekend.

Discussed if we could have a rector or rector serve more then one 
weekend?

Brick feels like there has been a lack of response from the men for several 
weekends.  It is not just this weekend.  Rectors have been discouraged 
with participation for a few weekends.

Discussed running congruent weekends, for team members upstairs.  
Keeping rollo room separate. 



Rick moves to cancel the men’s weekend.  Due to lack of support by the 
fourth day.  

Second by Tom

Discussed and  voted. Vote past with one abstain and one no.

Aaron will write a letter for the community and let them know the weekend 
has been cancelled.  He will encourage men to angel and support the 
women’s weekend.  

Renewal Groups - Deb is putting together a call list to contact members 
and invite them to Ultreyas, work weekends, and attend closuras.

Prayer Chain - Glenni has been taking prayer request via fb and phone, 
Erik has given Glenni the log in’s for the website, needs some training to 
get her on line.  

September Ultreya will be in Ascension in Ogden.  Erik will put date and 
time on calendar.

Pastor Neil ask that we be discrete and make sure the news of cancellation 
comes from the letter and not be leaked by the secretariat.  

Pastor Neil has additional concerns about people that will be falling thru the 
cracks with cancellation of the men’s weekend.  Those concerns will be 
addressed in person.

Closed in Prayer.

Next Secretariat meeting  8/18/16




